Ethical Risk
Management &
Intelligence Solutions
Professional, Discreet & Confidential

0844 664 1125

Providers of Intelligent Surveillance Services
If you or your clients need the extra information
that comes from expertly handled risk management
and intelligence solutions, OpSec Solutions will meet
all of your surveillance and security needs.

Expert Surveillance

Operating across the UK, we are
able to provide clients with:
•
•

Professional surveillance solutions
Risk management and investigation solutions

Ethical Risk Management & Intelligence Solutions
Based in the UK, OpSec Security utilises trusted
professionals with backgrounds in the police force,
security services, military and investigation. We
build our operatives’ existing skills with in-depth
training and provide state-of-the-art equipment.

The end result is a personal, professional service that’s won
recommendations from repeat customers all over the country.
Our service is fully compliant with human rights legislation,
CPR rules and the specific client requirements.

OpSec Solutions provide professional, expert
surveillance services to clients throughout the
UK. Drawing upon the years of experience that

have served us and our clients so well for so
many years, we are able to meet and exceed the
highest standards and the highest expectations.

Surveillance Services
Discretion and professionalism are our watchwords
when it comes to surveillance, and this is borne
out by the results we provide to legal firms in need
of evidence gathering for complex cases.
Equipped with the latest high specification recording
and video equipment, our surveillance teams are able
to collect evidence for any of the following cases:
Matrimonial: Working for solicitors and legal
firms, OpSec will provide proof of marital infidelity
to support your matrimonial cases.

Corporate: If you’re worried about the effect that fraud or
unprofessional behavior can have on your business, our teams
will covertly monitor staff and report back with evidence.
Subletting: Unsanctioned subletting is becoming
increasingly costly for landlords and letting agents.
Our team will carry out tenancy checks to ensure
your letting agreements are being kept to.
All of our surveillance teams have demonstrated
a proven background in intelligence and risk
management, helping us to ensure favourable outcomes
for all of our clients in a huge number of cases.

Professional Intelligence Services
While most of our clients require our surveillance
services, OpSec Solutions is also well positioned
to offer a range of other services.

The most widely requested of these additional
services is our risk management solution.

Risk Management
As a leading firm dealing with high value clients, you
understand the risks that improper business practices can
create. Our investigation teams are able to undertake risk
management work in any sector and for any client, to ensure
that you are not being exposed to undue risks through the
actions of your staff, your tenants or your potential clients.
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If you require the peace of mind that comes from
knowing that you’re not being exposed to risky
behavior without your knowledge or consent, our
expert teams will ensure that you are protected.

Request a Consultation

In addition, OpSec Solutions is:

Your intelligence and security needs are unique. For OpSec Solutions to provide you with the high quality service we’re
famed for, we need to take all of these needs into account before we tailor a solution to your precise requirements.
If you’d like to see how any of the services we provide can be delivered to your firm
in a professional, reliable manner, we are available for full consultations.
It’s as simple as picking up the phone. Call the OpSec team now on
0844 664 1125, and we’ll guide you through the whole process.
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We take security and surveillance seriously. When you deal with us, you’ll deal with
professionals. See for yourself by requesting your consultation today.
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